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Abstract— Network wide broadcasting is a fundamental oper-
ation in ad hoc networks. In broadcasting, a source node sends a
message to all the other nodes in the network. In this paper, we
consider the problem of collision-free broadcasting in ad hoc net-
works. Our objective is to minimize the latency and the number
of transmissions in the broadcast. We show that minimum latency
broadcasting is NP-Complete for ad hoc networks. We also
present a simple distributed collision-free broadcasting algorithm
for broadcasting a message. For networks with bounded node
transmission ranges, our algorithm simultaneously guarantees
that the latency and the number of transmissions are within
O(1) times their respective optimal values. Our algorithm and
analysis extend to the case when multiple messages are broadcast
from multiple sources. Experimental studies indicate that our
algorithms perform much better in practice than the analytical
guarantees provided for the worst case.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Ad hoc networks are a set of wireless mobile nodes which
communicate with one another. Nodes in these networks do not
rely on any pre-existing routing infrastructure for communica-
tion, but instead communicate either directly or with the help
of other intermediate nodes in the network. The distributed,
wireless and self-configuring nature of ad hoc networks make
them suitable for a wide variety of applications. At the same
time these characteristics also introduce several challenging
and interesting research issues in the design of communication
protocols for these networks.

Network wide broadcasting is a fundamental operation in ad
hoc networks. Its goal is to transmit a message from a source
to all the other nodes in the network. Several ad hoc network
protocols assume the availability of an underlying broadcast
service. Applications which make use of broadcasting include
LAN Emulation, host paging, sending an alarm, and estab-
lishing unicast routes [1]. Broadcasting is also a common
operation in many distributed computing applications and can
be used for service or resource discovery in unstructured
environments. In the absence of other mechanisms, broadcast
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also serves as a last resort for other group communication
operations such as multicast.

Any communication protocol for ad hoc networks should
contend with the issue of interference in the wireless medium.
When two or more nodes transmit a message to a common
neighbor at the same time, the common node will not receive
any of these messages. In such a case, we say that a collision
has occurred at the common node. In multi-hop ad hoc net-
works where all the nodes may not be within the transmission
range of the source, intermediate nodes may need to assist in
the broadcast operation by transmitting the message to other
remote nodes in the network. Transmissions use up valuable
resources in the network such as power and bandwidth. Hence,
it is important to choose the intermediate nodes carefully
so as to avoid redundancy in transmissions. Another metric
of interest in broadcast protocols is the end-to-end broadcast
latency which is the time taken by the message to reach all
the nodes in the network.

One of the earliest broadcast mechanisms proposed in
the literature is flooding [2], [3], where every node in the
network transmits a message to its neighbors after receiving
it. Although flooding is extremely simple and easy to imple-
ment, it was shown in [1] that flooding can be very costly
and can lead to serious redundancy, bandwidth contention
and collision: a situation known asbroadcast storm. Since
then, a lot of research has been directed towards designing
broadcast protocols which are collision-free and which reduce
redundancy by reducing the number of transmissions.

Recently, there has been a tremendous interest for support-
ing real-time multimedia traffic over ad hoc networks. Ad hoc
sensor networks are also expected to play a big role in military
communications, disaster relief and rescue operations. These
applications impose stringent end-to-end latency requirements
on the underlying protocols. In light of these real-time ap-
plications, it is necessary to have broadcast protocols that can
meet the combined requirements of collision-free delivery, low
end-to-end latency and low redundancy. None of the existing
broadcast protocols address all these issues together.

In this paper, we present a rigorous treatment of collision-
free broadcasting in ad hoc networks. Our contributions are
summarized below.

A. Our Contributions

• We show that minimum latency broadcasting in ad hoc
networks is NP-Complete (NPC).

• For networks with bounded node transmission ranges,
we present a collision-free broadcast algorithm which
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simultaneouslyproduces provably good solutions in terms
of latency and the number of transmissions. Specifically,
given an ad hoc network and a collection of broad-
cast messages, letOPTlat denote the optimal latency
achievable byany broadcast algorithm; independently,
let OPTret denote the optimal number of transmissions
achievable byany broadcast algorithm. We present a
single broadcast algorithm whose latency and number of
transmissions are simultaneously guaranteed to beO(1)
timesOPTlat andOPTret, respectively.

• We extend our results to the case when multiple mes-
sages are broadcast from multiple sources, in networks
with uniform node transmission ranges. We study the
performance of our algorithms under various network
conditions through simulations.

II. RELATED WORK

Flooding is one of the earliest protocols for multicasting and
broadcasting in ad hoc networks [2], [3]. In flooding, every
node in the network transmits the message to its neighbors
after receiving it. Flooding can lead to severe contention,
collision and redundant transmissions: a situation referred to
as broadcast storm [1].

In a series of papers [4], [5], [6], it was proposed that a
connected dominating set(CDS) can be used as a virtual
backbone for routing in ad hoc networks. A dominating set in
a graphG = (V, E) is defined as a set of verticesV ′ ⊆ V ,
such that every node inV \ V ′ is adjacent to some node in
V ′. A connected dominating set(CDS) is a dominating set
whose induced subgraph is connected. AnMCDS is aCDS
of minimum size. The notion ofCDS occurs naturally in
broadcast protocols since the set of transmitting nodes in any
broadcast protocol forms aCDS. Minimizing the number of
transmissions isequivalentto finding anMCDS in a graph.

MCDS is NPC for unit disk graphs(UDGs) [7], [8].
Our work shows that minimizing broadcast latency in ad hoc
networks is NPC irrespective of the number of transmissions.
UDGs model ad hoc networks with uniform node transmis-
sion ranges. Several approximation algorithms forMCDS in
UDGs are known [9], [10], [11]. Although these results lead
to efficient broadcast algorithms in terms of the number of
transmissions, they do not directly yield low broadcast latency.

Several techniques have been proposed where nodes make
use of their neighborhood information to determine if they
need to transmit a message [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17],
[18], [19] in order to reduce broadcast redundancy and con-
tentions. The main point of departure of our work from the
above approaches is that we analyze the computational com-
plexity of efficient broadcasting, and also present reliable, and
collision-free algorithms with constant-factor approximation
guarantees in terms of both broadcast latency and redundancy.

There has been relatively less research directed towards
low latency broadcasting in ad hoc networks. There has been
some work on latency-constrained broadcasting in wired net-
works [20] and some results do exist for radio networks whose
models are essentially the same as ours. In particular, Chlam-
tac and Kutten [21] show that minimum latency broadcast

scheduling is NPC for general (non-geometric) graphs. This
result does not directly extend to ad hoc networks which are
modeled by a restricted class of geometric graphs called disk
graphs. In [22], Chlamtac and Kutten gave an algorithm for
constructing a broadcast tree and for collision-free scheduling
along this broadcast tree. They proved that for arbitrary graphs,
the broadcast latency of their schedule is withinO(ln(N/r)2)
times the optimal, whereN is the number of network nodes
andr is the graph theoretic radius of the network.

Basagniet al.[23] present a mobility transparent broadcast
scheme for mobile multi-hop radio networks. In their scheme,
nodes compute their transmit times once and for all in the
beginning. They provide two schemes with bounded latency.
These schemes have approximation factors which are linear
and polylogarithmic in the number of network nodes. In effect,
they assume that the topology of the network is completely
unknown. Although, their schemes are extremely attractive for
highly mobile environments, their approximation factors are
far from what is achievable in static and relatively less mobile
environments where the broadcast tree and broadcast schedule
can be computed efficiently. In addition, they do not bound
the number of transmissions. Other results which deal with
broadcasting in unknown topologies include [24], [25].

Hung et al. [26] provide centralized and distributed al-
gorithms for broadcasting and experimentally study of their
algorithms with respect to collision-free delivery, number of
transmissions and broadcast latency. While their centralized
algorithm is guaranteed to be collision-free, their distributed
algorithm is not. They do not provide any guarantees with
respect to the number of transmissions and latency of the
broadcast schedule. Williams and Camp [27] survey many
wireless broadcast protocols discussed above. They provide
a neat characterization and experimental evaluation of many
of these protocols under a wide range of network conditions.

Finally, some work is done in optimizing the broadcast
time in radio networks which is the actual time required by
a broadcast message to reach all the network nodes under the
same interference model as that of ours. However, the compu-
tation of a broadcast schedule before a message originates is
disallowed. All results [28], [29], [30], [31] obtained for this
problem are for arbitrary graphs.

III. PRELIMINARIES

A. Network Model

We model an ad hoc network using a directed graphG =
(V, E). The nodes inV are embedded in the plane. Each node
u ∈ V has a transmission range,range(u) ∈ [rmin, rmax].
Let d(u, v) denote the Euclidean distance betweenu and v.
An arc (u, v) ∈ E iff v is in the transmission range ofu,
i.e.,d(u, v) ≤ range(u). Such graphs are called Disk Graphs.
When the node transmission ranges are uniform,G is called
a Unit Disk Graph (UDG). If(u, v) ∈ E and (v, u) 6∈ E
then we say that(u, v) is uni-directional, otherwise(u, v) is
bi-directional. A UDG can be treated as an undirected graph
since all its edges are bi-directional.

We assume that time is discrete. Since the medium of
transmission is wireless, whenever a node transmits a message,
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all its out-neighbors hear the message. We assume that every
message transmission occupies a unit time slot: i.e., the latency
of a single successful transmission is one unit of time. We say
that there is a collision at nodew, if w hears a message from
two transmitters at the same time. In such a case, we also
say that the two transmissions interfere. A nodew receives
a message collision-free iffw hears the message without any
collision.

We note that the disk graph transmission model and our
interference assumptions are approximations of reality. How-
ever, efficient broadcasting is already NPC under these as-
sumptions; while our guarantees are derived under these sim-
plified assumptions, we believe our work lays the theoretical
foundations for algorithms in the future under more realistic
network models.

B. Problem Statement

We are given a disk graphG = (V, E) and a set of messages
M = {1, 2, . . . , m}. We also have a set of sources for these
messages:sources = {sj |sj is the source of messagej}. A
node can transmit messagej only after it receives message
j collision-free. A broadcastschedulespecifies, for each
messagej and each nodei, the time at which nodei receives
messagej collision-free and the time at which it transmits
messagej. If a node does not transmit a message then
its transmit time for that message is0. The latency of the
broadcast schedule is the first time at which every node
receives all messages. The number of transmissions is the total
number of times every node transmits any message. Our goal
is to compute a broadcast schedule in which the latency and
the number of transmissions are minimized.

C. Background: Approximation Algorithms

A common approach to NPC problems is to developapprox-
imation algorithms, which run in polynomial time and which
produce provably good solutions.
Definition. An α-approximation algorithm for a minimiza-
tion problemΠ is a poly-time algorithm such that for every
instanceI of Π it produces a solution of cost at mostαOPT(I),
α > 1, where OPT(I) refers to cost of an optimal solution for
instanceI. In this case, we also say that the approximation
algorithm has an approximation factor ofα.

IV. NP-COMPLETENESS

We now show that the problem of minimum latency broad-
casting in ad hoc networks is NPC even in the case when
a single source needs to broadcast a single message. The
decision version of our problem is as follows.
Input : A set of nodesembeddedin a plane and a source node
s that wants to broadcast a single message. The transmission
range of each nodeu is range(u). Arc (u, v) exists iff
d(u, v) ≤ range(u).
Question: Is there a broadcast schedule with latency≤ L?

We prove that this problem is NPC via a reduction from
3-SAT. We define 3-SAT below.
Input : Set of variables,X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} and a collection
of clauses,C = {c1, c2, . . . , cm} over X ∪ X such that the

size of each clause inC is exactly three.
Question: Is there a truth assignment that satisfiesC?

A. Reduction

Let I be an instance of 3-SAT. We will transformI into
an instanceρ(I) of the minimum latency broadcast problem.
Specifically, we will show thatI has a satisfying assignment
iff ρ(I) has a schedule of latencyL, whereL = 32·(m+n+3),
wherem andn are the number of clauses and variables inI
respectively. We now describe the reductionρ.

For any nodeu in ρ(I), define its characteristic vector
cv(u) to be(u.x, u.y, range(u)), where(u.x, u.y) represents
the co-ordinates of nodeu. Let D(u, v) denote the shortest
path distance betweenu andv, i.e., the number of arcs on the
shortest path fromu to v. Our reduction is a combination of
several gadgets which we describe below.
Filler gadget: Let a and b denote two nodes such that either
a.x = b.x or a.y = b.y, i.e., the line segment(a, b) is either
vertical or horizontal. Letδ be such thatd(a, b)/δ is a positive
integer. Filler(a, b, δ) places a set ofk equi-spaced nodes
along the line segment(a, b), wherek = d(a,b)

δ −1. The range
of each node in this set isδ. Thus, leta.y = b.y anda.x < b.x;
if we let a0 = a andak+1 = b then for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k},
cv(i) = (ai−1.x+ δ, ai−1.y, δ). This is illustrated in Figure 1.

a b

Figure 1. F iller(a, b, δ): the distance between successive points isδ.

Variable gadget: We now describe the gadget corresponding
to each variablexi ∈ X . For notational convenience, we also
usexi andxi to denote nodes in the gadget corresponding to
variablexi. We also useX to denote the set{xi, xi|1 ≤ i ≤
n}. The references will be clear from the context.

Corresponding to each variablexi ∈ X , we create the nodes
in {xi, xi, si, si, pi, qi, li, li} whose characteristic vectors are:
(i) cv(xi) = (0, 32i + 16, 1); (ii) cv(xi) = (0, 32i + 32, 1);
(iii) cv(si) = (−4, 32i+20, d(si, pi)) (iv) cv(si) = (−4, 32i+
28, d(si, pi)); (v) cv(pi) = (0, 32i+24, d(pi, qi)/(L−3)); (vi)
cv(qi) = (4, 32i + 24, 0); (vii) cv(li) = (32(m + 1), xi.y, 0);
(viii) cv(li) = (32(m + 1), xi.y, 0).

In addition to the eight nodes just created, the gadget
also consists of nodes inFiller(xi, li, 1) ∪ Filler(xi, li, 1) ∪
Filler(pi, qi, d(pi, qi)/(L − 3)). Note that whilepi is within
the range of bothsi and si, xi (xi) is only within the range
of si (si). This construction is illustrated in Figure 2.

s1

s1

x1

x1

p1

q1

l1

l1

Figure 2. A variable-gadget.pi and qi are connected through aF iller.
si (si) is equidistant fromxi (xi) andpi. The range ofsi includesxi and
pi but notxi.
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Clause gadget: The gadget for each clausecj ∈ C
consists of nodes in{cj, uj1 , uj2 , uj3 , vj1 , vj2 , vj3} whose
characteristic vectors are: (in the expressions that follow,
range(uj1), range(uj2) and range(uj3) will be specified
later) (i) cv(cj) = (32j, 0, 0); (ii) cv(uj1) = (cj .x −
8, 0, range(uj1)); (iii) cv(uj2) = (cj .x, 8, range(uj2)); (iv)
cv(uj3) = (cj .x + 8, 0, range(uj3)); (v) cv(vj1 ) = (cj .x −
4, 0, 4); (vi) cv(vj2 ) = (cj .x, 4, 4); (vii) cv(vj3 ) = (cj .x +
4, 0, 4). This gadget is illustrated in Figure 3.

c1v1,1u1,1 v1,3 u1,3 c1v1,1u1,1 v1,3 u1,3

v1,2

u1,2

v1,2

u1,2

Figure 3. A clause-gadget. The left and right figures indicate the gadget
before and after placing theF iller nodes respectively.

VFiller gadget: The VFiller gadget is used to connect nodes
with the samex coordinates and is illustrated in Figure 4.
In this illustration, nodea belongs toFiller(x1, l1, 1) and is
connected to nodeb through a VFiller. All nodes in the VFiller
gadget have a range of1 and successive nodes froma to b
in the gadget are a distance of1 apart from each other. The
exceptions to this rule occur when the VFiller “intersects” with
some other HFiller (which does not containa) at a nodeu. In
this case, we do not include nodeu and the nodes immediately
above and below nodeu in the VFiller. Further, we set the
range of nodec, which lies two units above nodeu, to 4 units
(instead of1). This increased range enables nodec to transmit
to noded which is two units below nodeu.

Formally, letH be the set of nodes in
⋃

i Filler(xi, li, 1)∪
Filler(xi, li, 1). These nodes were created during the con-
struction of the gadgets for variables. Leta andb be nodes with
integer coordinates such thata.x = b.x anda.y > b.y. Define
V Filler(a, b, 1) = Filler(a, b, 1) \ R, whereR = {u|∃v ∈
H such that(v 6= a) and (u.x = v.x) and |u.y − v.y| ≤ 1}.
The transmission range of a nodeu, range(u) = 4 if ∃v ∈ H
such that(u.x = v.x) and (u.y − v.y = 2); otherwise,
range(u) = 1.

x1

x1

p1 q1

l1

l1

a

b

c

d
u

Figure 4. V F iller(a, b). All nodes in the vertical line froma to b (except
a, b, andu) belong to theV F iller. No nodes in the VFiller is within a unit
distance fromu. All nodes in theV F iller have a range of1 exceptc, whose
range is4 (shown through the shaded circle).

Source gadget: The source gadget consists of the source
node,s whose characteristic vectorcv(s) = (−(range(s) +

8), x1.y, 32(n + 3)). In addition, for every variablexi ∈ X ,
we create two nodesfi andfi. The nodesfi andfi are placed
on the arc of the top right quadrant of the circle, whose center
is s and whose radius isrange(s). Also, fi (fi) is on the
same horizontal line assi (si). Note that this uniquely defines
the co-ordinates offi (fi). We assignrange(fi) = d(fi, si)
and range(fi) = d(fi, si). This construction is illustrated in
Figure 5. Specifically, see the part of figure which is to the
left of the y-axis.

We now add more nodes to “connect” a clause to its
literals and then we will specifyrange(ujk

), k = 1, 2, 3.
Consider a clausecj ∈ C. Without loss of generality, let
cj = (xj1 ∨ xj2 ∨ xj3 ). For eachk ∈ {1, 2, 3}, we do the
following. Consider the nodezjk

∈ Filler(xjk
, ljk

, 1) with
co-ordinates(ujk

.x, xjk
.y). zjk

is the node which is vertically
aboveujk

and belongs toFiller(xjk
, ljk

, 1). We “connect”
zjk

with ujk
usingV Filler(zjk

, ujk
). Let a = D(xjk

, zjk
) =

zjk
.x− xjk

.x. a is the length of the shortest path fromxjk
to

zjk
. Let b = D(zjk

, ujk
) = 1 + |V Filler(zjk

, ujk
)|. b is the

shortest path distance fromzjk
to ujk

. Let p = L− 4− a− b.
Let δ = d(ujk

, vjk
)/p. We createFiller(ujk

, vjk
, δ) and

assignrange(ujk
) = δ. Note that this choice ofδ makes the

shortest path distance from anyxjk
to cj equal toL− 3. This

construction is illustrated in Figures 3 and 5. Recall that we
setL = 32(m + n + 3). This completes the reduction.

s
f1

f4

  f1

s1

s1

x1

x1

p1

c1 c2v1,1u1,1 v1,3

u1,2

u1,3

q1

x3 l3

z1,3

x4 z2,3

Figure 5. Reduction of the 3-SAT instance
(x1

W
x2

W
x3)

V
(x1

W
x2

W
x4) to an ad hoc network minimum

latency broadcast instance. Note how all thefi nodes are along the arc.
Node fi can just reachsi. Also note how the literals are connected to the
clause nodes. For sake of clarity, we depict only thex3 ; c1, andx4 ; c2
connections and omit other literal-clause connections. Also, we omit many
nodes in VFiller gadgets (for e.g., fromz1,3 to u1,3).

B. Properties of the networkρ(I)
Property P0. Consider nodespi andqi created in the gadget
for variablexi. D(pi, qi) = L − 3 and all paths froms to qi

are throughpi.
Proof: Recall thatS = Filler(pi, qi, d(pi, qi)/(L − 3)) is
the set of nodes created in the gadget for the variablexi.
D(pi, qi) = |S|+1 = L− 3. If u 6∈ S ∪{pi}, then there is no
arc fromu to any node inS ∪ {qi}. Hence, all paths froms
to qi are throughpi.
Property P1. For anyk ∈ {1, 2, 3}, consider the nodesujk

and vjk
in the gadget for clausecj . All paths froms to vjk
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are throughujk
.

Proof: Recall thatS = Filler(ujk
, vjk

, δ) is the set of nodes
created in gadget for clausecj . Let w 6∈ {ujk

, vjk
}∪S. Then,

no node inS ∪ {vjk
} is in the transmission range ofw, i.e.,

there is no edge fromw to any node inS ∪ {vjk
}. Hence, all

paths froms to vjk
are throughujk

.
Property P2. For k ∈ {1, 2, 3}, consider the nodesujk

and
zjk

in the gadget for clausecj . All paths froms to ujk
are

throughzjk
.

Proof: Recall thatS = V Filler(zjk
, ujk

) is the set of nodes
created in the gadget for clausecj . Let w 6∈ {zjk

, ujk
} ∪ S.

Then,w does not have an edge to any node inS. Combining
this with PropertyP1 proves the claim.
Property P3: Consider a nodecj corresponding to the clause
(xj1 ∨ xj2 ∨ xj3). All paths froms to cj contain some node
in {zj1 , zj2 , zj3}.
Proof: Follows from PropertiesP1 andP2.
Property P4. Consider any nodet ∈ Filler(xi, li, 1). Con-
sider the pathP from s to t which is the concatenation of
paths(s, fi, si) and the horizontal straight line pathxi ; t.
Consider any other pathP ′ from s to t which does not
go throughxi. Let |P | and |P ′| denote the length of the
paths.|P | ≥ |P ′| + 12. In particular, this property holds for
t = zjk

, k ∈ {1, 2, 3}, wherezjk
is a node considered in the

gadget for clausecj .
Proof: We first give the proof idea through Figures 4 and
5. Consider any fixed nodet in a Filler(xi, li, 1) in Figure
5. There is no node belowt (i.e., whosey-coordinate is less
than that oft) whose range includest. Hence, all paths from
s to t are either throughxi or through a node inX which
lies abovexi (and t). For instance, lett = l1 in Figure 4 and
let P ′ be s ; xi ; a ; c ; l1 (i.e., P1 passes throughxi,
a, andc to l1). Notice that the horizontal distance of` units
from x1 to l1 = t.x− x1.x = t.x− x1.x. Each hop can cover
a horizontal distance of one unit, with the exception of the
hop fromc. This hop can reach the node which is three units
to the right ofc. However, it takes14 vertical hops to get to
c from a. Hence, the total number of hops fromx1 to l1 is
`− 3 + 15 = ` + 12, while the number of hops fromx1 to l1
is exactly`.

In general,P ′ passes through some noder ∈ X − {xi}.
We haveD(s, r) = D(s, xi) = 3. P ′ should cover both the
horizontal distance and the vertical distance betweenr to t.
Horizontal distance betweenr andt = t.x− r.x = t.x− xi.x.
Thus the horizontal distance covered is the same in bothP
and P ′. However, it takes at least an additional12 hops to
cover the vertical distance inP ′ between nodesr and t (by
construction).
Property P5.Consider the clause nodecj corresponding to the
clause(xj1 ∨xj2 ∨xj3 ). Let k ∈ {1, 2, 3}. ThenD(xjk

, cj) =
L− 3.
Proof: From PropertiesP1, P2, andP3, we haveD(xjk

, cj) =
D(xjk

, zjk
) + D(zjk

, ujk
) + D(ujk

, vjk
) + 1 = L− 3.

Property P6. Consider a clause nodecj corresponding to the
clause(xj1 ∨ xj2 ∨ xj3 ). Consider a shortest pathP from s
to cj . |P | = L, and P contains a node in{xj1 , xj2 , xj3}.
Consider any pathP ′ from s to cj which does not contain
any node in the{xj1 , xj2 , xj3}. |P ′| ≥ L + 12.

Proof: Follows from PropertiesP3, P4, andP5.
Lemma 4.1:If ρ(I) has a schedule of latencyL then I is

satisfiable.
Proof: Consider the set of nodesT ⊂ X , such thatu ∈ T

iff u receives the message collision-free at time 3. Assign all
the literals corresponding to the nodes inT to be TRUE
and those inX \ T to be FALSE. We will show that this
assignment is both a valid and a satisfying assignment forI.

Consider any nodeqi. Sinceqi receives the message at time
L, PropertyP0 implies thatpi receives the message at time 3.
Hence, exactly one node in{si, si} transmits the message at
time 3. Thus exactly one literal in{xi, xi} is assignedTRUE.
Hence, the assignment is valid.

Consider a clausecj corresponding to the clause(xj1 ∨
xj2 ∨ xj3). Sincecj gets the message by timeL, PropertyP6
implies that at least one literal in{xj1 , xj2 , xj3} must receive
the message at time 3 and hence is assignedTRUE. Hence,
the assignment is a satisfying one.

Lemma 4.2:If I has a satisfying assignment thenρ(I) has
a schedule of makespanL.

Proof: We now describe a broadcast schedule for the
nodes in the network. Consider the set of literalsT ⊂ X
such thatl ∈ T iff l is assignedTRUE in the satisfying
assignment. For alli ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, si transmits at time 3
andsi transmits at time 4 iffxi ∈ T ; otherwisesi transmits at
time 4 andsi transmits at time 3. For allj ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}, if
more than one node in{vj1 , vj2 , vj3} receive the message by
time L− 1, then one of them is arbitrarily chosen to transmit
the message tocj and the others do not transmit. Any other
nodeu, which receives the message at timet, transmits the
message at timet + 1.

We first show that this schedule is collision-free. Properties
P0, P1 and P2 imply that there is no collision at any node
which belongs to a set of the formV Filler(zjk

, ujk
, 1),

Filler(pi, qi, δ) or Filler(ujk
, vjk

, δ). For the same reason,
if a node is of the formujk

or vjk
, it does not experience

collision. If a node is of the formfi,si,xi,qi, or li, it does
not experience collision (by construction, these nodes have a
unique neighbor to receive the message from.) For anyi, pi

does not experience collision since exactly one node in{si, si}
transmits at time 3. No clause nodecj experiences collision
since, exactly one of the three nodes in{vj1 , vj2 , vj3} is
arbitrarily chosen to transmit. Finally, letr ∈ Filler(xi, li, 1)
for somei. Consider the unique shortest pathP from s to r
throughxi. The message reachesr along this path by time
D(s, r) + 1. By PropertyP4, any other path froms to r has
length≥ D(s, r) + 12 and hence cannot cause collision atu.

We now show that the schedule has a latency ofL. Consider
any nodeqi. pi receives the message at time 3. Henceqi

receives the message at timeD(pi, qi) + 3 = L. Consider
any clause nodecj . It has at least one literalxjk

which is
assignedTRUE. Consider the shortest path of lengthL from
s to cj throughxjk

. Every nodeu in this path transmits the
message at timeD(s, u). Hence,cj receives the message at
time D(s, cj) = L. Consider any other nodeu which is not
of the form qi or cj . Consider the shortest path froms to
u. Every nodev in this path transmits the message by time
D(s, v) + 1. SinceD(s, u) ≤ L − 1, u receives the message
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by time D(s, u) + 1 ≤ L.
Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 together imply the following theorem.

Theorem 4.3:The minimum latency broadcast problem for
ad hoc networks is NP-Complete.

V. BROADCAST ALGORITHMS

A. Scheduling Broadcasts for a Single Message

The algorithm takes as input a directed graphG = (V, E)
and a source nodes. Let Ni(u) andNo(u) denote the set of in-
neighbors and out-neighbors of a nodeu ∈ V . The algorithm
first constructs abroadcast tree, Tb, rooted ats in which if
a nodeu is a parent of a nodew then u is responsible for
transmitting the message tow without any collision atw. It
then schedules the transmissions so that every node receives
the message collision-free.

The broadcast treeTb, is constructed as follows (pseudocode
BROADCASTTREE given below). The set of nodesV , is
partitioned intoprimary nodes, P , and secondary nodesS.
The nodes inP form a dominating set inG, i.e., each node
in S is within the transmission range of some node inP .
If G is undirected,P is any maximal independent set inG.
However, if G is directed, a maximal independent set need
not be a dominating set. Hence,P is constructed as follows.
Initially, P contains onlys. The nodes inV are processed in
the increasing order of their levels in the Breadth First Search
(BFS) tree that is rooted ats. A nodew ∈ V is added toP
iff P constructed so far does not dominatew. For each node
u ∈ V , its parent,parent(u), in Tb, is determined as follows.
Let Li, i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , l, be the set of nodes at leveli in the
BFS tree. LetPi = P ∩ Li and Si = S ∩ Li be the set of
primary nodes and secondary nodes respectively at leveli in
the BFS tree. Ifu ∈ Pi thenparent(u) is any one of its in-
neighbors inLi−1. If u ∈ Si then parent(u) is any one of
its in-neighbors inPi−1 ∪ Pi. All nodes whose parent isu
constitute the setC(u) (children of u). The running time of
this algorithm is dominated by the time required to compute
the BFS tree. Hence it runs in linear time.

BROADCASTTREE(G = (V, E), s)

1 P ← {s} // P is the set of primary nodes.
2 TBFS ← BFS tree inG with root s
3 l← maximum number of levels inTBFS

// s belongs to level 0
4 for i← 1 to l− 1 do
5 Li ← set of all nodes at leveli in TBFS

6 for eachw ∈ Li do
7 if (P ∩Ni(w) = ∅) then
8 P ← P ∪ {w}
9 parent(w)← Li−1 ∩Ni(w)
10 else// w is a secondary node
11 parent(w)←any node inP dominatingw
12 for eachu ∈ V do
13 C(u)← {w|parent(w) = u}
14 Vb ← V
15 Eb ← {(u, w)|u = parent(w)}
16 return Tb = (Vb, Eb)

In SCHEDULEBROADCASTS(pseudocode given below), the
transmissions are scheduled following agreedystrategy. Note
that the nodes that transmit the message are the internal (non-
leaf) nodes inTb. Any transmitting node,u, transmits at the
minimum timet that satisfies the following three constraints –
(i) u has received the message collision-free before timet, (ii)
no node inC(u) is hearing any transmissions at timet, (iii) no
node inNo(u)\C(u) is receiving the message collision-free at
time t, whereNo(u) is the set of out-neighbors ofu. Note that
line 6 in our algorithm simply checks for (ii), line 7 checks for
(iii), and line 9 chooses the minimum time such that all three
constraints above are satisfied. This algorithm sets the transmit
time for each node in the graph at most once, at which time
it examines all its out neighbors. Hence, this algorithm also
runs in linear time.

SCHEDULEBROADCASTS(Tb, s)

1 for each nodeu ∈ Tb do
2 trT ime(u)← 0
3 Transmitters← {s}
4 while (Transmitters 6= ∅) do
5 u← any node inTransmitters
6 I1(u)← {t| ∃w ∈ C(u)

that hears a msg at timet}
7 I2(u)← {t| ∃w ∈ No(u) that receives

a msg. coll-free at timet}
8 I(u)← I1(u) ∪ I2(u)
9 trT ime(u)← min{t| t > rcvT ime(u)

andt /∈ I(u)}
10 for eachw ∈ C(u) do
11 rcvT ime(w)← trT ime(u)
12 Transmitters← Transmitters \ {u}
13 Transmitters←Transmitters∪

{w|w ∈ C(u) and C(w) 6= ∅}
14 return trT ime

The figure below (Figure 6) illustrates our algorithm.

s

a b

c d e

f g h

s

a b

c d e

f g h

a b

c d e

f g h

s
(-,1)

(1,2) (1,3)

(2,3)

(3,4)

(3,-) (4,-) (4,-)

(4,-)

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6. An illustration of our algorithm. (a) shows the example network,
(b) shows the BFS tree,TBF S along with the primary nodes (highlighted),
and (c) showsTb. Arcs are shown from parent to its children. Besides each
node are shown itsrcvTimeand trTime.

B. Analysis

Lemma 5.1:Tb is a connected tree rooted ats.
Proof: We show that every node inV has exactly one

parent inTb, with the exception ofs which has none; this
implies the lemma immediately. Sinces ∈ L0, it is never
considered by thefor loop in line 4 and hence does not have
a parent. Consider any nodev 6= s. Let v ∈ Li. There are
two cases. In the first case, assumev is a primary node. Line
9 ensures that it has a unique parent in the setLi−1. In the
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second case, assumev is a secondary node. Clearly, for this
to happen some primary node inLi−1 or Li must dominatev;
otherwise,v would have been designated as a primary node
(see thefor loop in line 6). Thus,Pi−1∪Pi is non-empty and
hencev has a unique parent in the tree (line 11).

Lemma 5.2:For any two primary nodesu and w in P ,
d(u, w) > rmin.

Proof: Without loss of generality, assume thatu was
chosen inP beforew. If d(u, w) ≤ rmin then w would be
dominated byu and would not have been chosen inP by our
algorithm. Notice that while the proof of this lemma is easy,
this property comes about due to the specific way in which we
choose primary nodes in our algorithm, and in general does
not hold if the broadcast trees are not chosen carefully. This
property will be useful in bounding both the latency and the
number of transmissions later.

Lemma 5.3:If (u, w) ∈ Eb then bothu and w cannot be
secondary nodes, i.e.,| {u, w} ∩ P |≥ 1.

Proof: Without loss of generality, letu = parent(w).
If w ∈ P then the claim is true. Ifw is a secondary node
then w chooses a primary node as its parent in line11 of
BROADCASTTREE. Hence,u must be a primary node.

Lemma 5.4:Every node transmits at most once.
Proof: Consider any nodev ∈ V . If v is a leaf

in Tb then C(v) = ∅ and v is never included in the list
Transmitters (line 13 in SCHEDULEBROADCASTS). Hence,
v never transmits. Ifv is an internal node inTb then it transmits
exactly once attrT ime(v). Node v is then removed from
Transmitters (line 12 in SCHEDULEBROADCASTS).

Lemma 5.5:Consider a diskD of radius r ≥ rmin. If
Primaries(r) represent the set of primary nodes withinD
then |Primaries(r)| ≤ k1r

2/r2
min, wherek1 is a constant.

Proof: Let c be the center of the diskD. For each
primary nodeu ∈ Primaries(r), consider a disk of radius
rmin/2 centered atu. Let H denote the set of all such
disks. Thus,|Primaries(r)| = |H |. By Lemma 5.2, no
two primary nodes are within distancermin from each other.
Thus, H is a set of non-intersecting disks. Each primary
node in D is at most a distance ofr from c. Any point
on a disk in H is at a distance of at mostr + (rmin/2)
from c. The size ofH is upper-bounded by the number
of non-intersecting disks of radiusrmin/2 whose areas are
completely contained within a disk of radiusr + (rmin/2).
Hence we have|H | ≤ π(r + (rmin/2))2/(π(rmin/2)2) =
((2r/rmin) + 1)2 ≤ (3r/rmin)2

Lemma 5.6:Consider an internal nodeu in Tb that has
received the message collision-free. Recall thatI(u) (line
8 in SCHEDULEBROADCASTS) is the set of times that
u must avoid while choosingtrT ime(u). Then |I(u)| ≤
2 |Primaries(3rmax)| ≤ k2r

2
max/r2

min, wherek2 is a con-
stant.

Proof: Let us represent the transmission range of any
nodeu by a disk of radiusrange(u) ≤ rmax. Let w be a
transmitter such thatu and w share a common out-neighbor
and trT ime(w) ∈ I(u). Thus,d(u, w) ≤ 2rmax. Let B(u)
be the set of all such nodesw. Since each node transmits
at most once,|I(u)| ≤ |B(u)|. We will now upper-bound
|B(u)|. Nodes inB(u) are either primary nodes,Bp(u), or

secondary nodes,Bs(u). Let us first bound|Bp(u)|. Note
that |Bp(u)| ≤ |Primaries(2rmax)|, where we can obtain
|Primaries(2rmax)| from Lemma 5.5. We will now bound
|Bs(u)|. Let v ∈ Bs(u). By Lemma 5.3, every child of
v in Tb is a primary node. These primary nodes are at
a distance of at most3rmax from u. Thus, |Bs(u)| ≤
|Primaries(3rmax)|. Using Lemma 5.5, we get|Bp(u)| +
|Bs(u)| ≤ 2 |Primaries(3rmax)| ≤ k2r

2
max/r2

min, for some
constantk2.

1) Latency Bound:Recall thatl is the depth ofTBFS. Let
OPTlat be the optimal broadcast latency. Thenl ≤ OPTlat.

Theorem 5.7:Algorithm BROADCASTMESSAGE gives an
approximation guarantee ofO(r2

max/r2
min).

Proof: Recall that for any nodeu, rcvT ime(u) is the
time whenu receives the message collision-free from its parent
in Tb. By induction on the number of levels in the BFS tree,
we show that for anyi = 0, 1, . . . , l, and some const.k,

∀v ∈ Li, rcvT ime(v) ≤ ti = k(r2
max/r2

min)i (1)

Then substitutingi = l and usingl ≤ OPTlat proves the
theorem. We now prove (1).
Expression (1) is true fori = 0, sinceLi = {s} and by defini-
tion, s receives the message at time0. We now assume that (1)
is true fori = 0, 1, . . . , q and show that (1) is true fori = q+1.
Let z ∈ Lq+1. Let y = parent(z) andx = parent(y). A node
u may transmit the message only after it receives the message
collision-free. It also avoids all times inI(u) to schedule
the transmission. After satisfying these constraintsu chooses
trT ime(u) greedily. Thus,rcvT ime(z) ≤ rcvT ime(y)+1+
|I(y)| ≤ rcvT ime(x) + 2 + |I(y)| + |I(x)|. Note that either
x ∈ Lq−1 or x ∈ Lq. Using Lemma 5.6, induction hypothesis,
and choosingk ≥ 4k2, we get rcvT ime(z) ≤ tq + 2 +
2k2(r2

max/r2
min) ≤ k(r2

max/r2
min)q + 2 + 2k2(r2

max/r2
min) ≤

k(r2
max/r2

min)(q + 1).
2) Bound on the number of transmissions:Let OPTret be

the set of nodes that transmit in an optimal algorithm.
Lemma 5.8:The total number of transmissions in our al-

gorithm is at most2 |P |.
Proof: In our algorithm, each node transmits at most

once (Lemma 5.4). Hence, the total number of transmissions
is at most|P |+|Sret|, whereP is the set of primary nodes and
Sret is the set of transmitting secondary nodes. By Lemma 5.3,
in Tb, every child of a secondary node is a primary node with
a unique parent. Hence,|Sret| ≤ |P |.

Lemma 5.9:Recall thatPrimaries(rmax) is the set of
primaries in a disk of radiusrmax. Then we have|OPTret| ≥
|P | / |Primaries(rmax)|.

Proof: Any node has a maximum transmission range
of rmax. The maximum number of primary nodes in a disk
of radius rmax is |Primaries(rmax)|. Since each node in
OPTret can reach at most|Primaries(rmax)| primary nodes,
we get the required bound.

Theorem 5.10:The number of transmissions in our algo-
rithm is O(r2

max/r2
min) times the number of transmissions in

an optimal algorithm.
Proof: Follows from Lemmas 5.8, 5.9, and 5.5.

Corollary 5.11: If the minimum and maximum node trans-
mission ranges are bounded then the latency and the number
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of transmissions in our algorithm are at mostO(1) times their
respective optimal values.

C. Algorithms for Scheduling Multiple Messages

We present three algorithms for scheduling broadcasts of
multiple messages. The first is a “one-to-all” broadcast al-
gorithm which schedules the broadcast of multiple messages
from a single source. The second and third are “all-to-all”
broadcast algorithms which schedule the broadcast of multiple
messages from many sources. For the remainder of the section,
we assume that the network has a uniform transmission range,
i.e., rmin = rmax. Recall thatM = {1, . . . , m} is the set of
messages. We now present our algorithm for scheduling the
broadcast of messages inM from a single sources.

1) Single Source Multiple Messages (SSMM):The algo-
rithm (pseudocode SCHEDULEBROADCASTS SSMM given
below) consists of three stages. The first stage computes the
broadcast tree froms using the algorithm BROADCASTTREE

in Section V. The second stage computes a schedule for a
single message using a modified version of the scheduling al-
gorithm SCHEDULEBROADCASTS. The third stage efficiently
computes a schedule for every message inM . We now present
the details of the last two stages.

Stage 2 is identical to the algorithm SCHEDULEBROAD-
CASTS except Line9 which is replaced by lines9.1, 9.2 and
9.3 as shown in the pseudo-code below. Recall thatLi is the set
of nodes at leveli in the BFS tree rooted ats. Let ti = ki. Line
9.2 computes thetrT ime of a nodeu ∈ Li. We will ensure
that any node inLi transmits the message between timesti+1
andti+1 (Lemma 5.12). Line9.3 specifiesdelay(u), which is
the amount of time by whichu delays the transmission of a
message after receiving it.

In Stage 3,s transmits messages1 throughm sequentially
with a uniform gap of3k time units between two successive
messages, wherek is the constant appearing in expression (1).
Specifically, messagej is transmitted bys at time3(j−1)k+1.
Any transmitting nodeu which receives messagej, delays the
transmission ofj by delay(u) time units computed in line9.3.

SCHEDULEBROADCASTS SSMM(G = (V, E), M, s)

Stage 1.
Tb ←BROADCASTTREE(G, s)

Stage 2.
// Ident. to SCHEDULEBROADCASTS(·, ·) except
// line 9 which is replaced by the next three lines
9.1 Let u ∈ Li

9.2 trT ime(u)← min{t|t > ti and
t > rcvT ime(u) and t 6∈ I(u)}

9.3 delay(u) = trT ime(u)− rcvT ime(u)
Stage 3.

for j ← 1 to m do
for each nodeu ∈ Tb do

if u = s then
transmit msg.j at time3(j − 1)k + 1

else
after receiving messagej, delay trans-
mission ofj by delay(u) time units

return all transmit times

Why shoulds introduce a gap of3k time units between two
successive message transmissions? To answer this question,
we make the following observations. LetLi and Li′ be two
BFS levels such thati′ > i. Our first observation is that, in
a network with only bi-directional edges,Li and Li′ have
an edge between them only ifi′ ≤ i + 1. Specifically,
transmissions fromLi to Li+1 and transmissions fromLi+3 to
Li+4 can proceed simultaneously without interfering with each
other. Thus, it suffices to “separate” two different messages
by three levels in order to allow simultaneous collision-free
transmissions of these messages. We also show in Lemma 5.12
that all nodes inLi transmit the first message during thek time
units between timeti+1 andti+1. Clearly,3k time units is an
appropriate choice of the gap between successive messages.

2) Multiple Source Multiple Messages:We present two
algorithms for scheduling broadcasts of multiple messages
with multiple sources. Recall that for every messagej ∈ M ,
sj is the source of messagej. In the first algorithm, called
Intermediate Source Broadcast (ISB), messages getunicast
from their sourcessj to an arbitrarily chosen intermediate
sources. These unicasts themselves are greedily scheduled to
ensure collision-free transmissions (see section V-C.3). After
s receives all the messages, it broadcasts them using the
algorithm SCHEDULEBROADCASTS SSMM. In the second
algorithm called Multi-Source Broadcast (MSB), a broadcast
tree Tj is constructed from each sourcesj . Messagej gets
broadcast on treeTj using the greedy scheduling algorithm
SCHEDULEBROADCASTS. We now briefly explain the details
of the algorithms below.

3) Intermediate Source Broadcast (ISB):This algorithm
consists of two stages. Consider the shortest pathpj from
sj to s. In the first stage, every messagej gets unicast
along pj to s. We ensure that these unicasts are collision-
free by a greedy scheduling strategy that gives priority to
messagej1 over j2 iff j1 < j2. In the second stage,s
uses SCHEDULEBROADCASTS SSMM to broadcast all the
messages.

4) Multi-Source Broadcast (MSB):In the multi-source
broadcast algorithm, each sourcesj of the message computes
a broadcast tree rooted at itself using the algorithm BROAD-
CASTTREE. Messagej is broadcast along tree rooted atsj .
Transmissions are scheduled using the algorithm SCHEDULE-
BROADCASTS. Messagej1 gets priority overj2 iff j1 < j2.
This priority is enforced by schedulingj1 beforej2.

The two algorithms for multiple messages present interest-
ing trade offs. ISB requires only one broadcast tree to be
computed and maintained ats, apart from the unicasts from
eachsj to s. MSB, on the other hand, requires computation
and maintenance of potentiallym trees from eachsj. However,
intuitively, MSB should have a lower broadcast latency, since
the messages are not routed through an intermediate source.
Experimental studies (see section VII-B) confirm this intuition.

D. Analysis for Multiple Messages

1) Latency bound for SSMM:Let OPTlat be the latency
for broadcasting the messages in an optimal solution. Recall
that k is a constant which appears in (1). We will prove that
the latency is at most4kOPTlat.
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Lemma 5.12:Consider Stage2 of the algorithm SCHED-
ULEBROADCASTS SSMM in which we compute the schedule
for a single message. Letu ∈ Li. Then we have

ti−1 < rcvT ime(u) ≤ ti+1 (2)

ti < trT ime(u) ≤ ti+1 (3)
Proof: The earliest that any nodeu ∈ Li can receive a

message is when some node inLi−1 transmits a message. Line
9.2 in Algorithm SCHEDULEBROADCASTS SSMM ensures
that this happens only after timeti−1. This proves the lower
bound onrcvT ime(u) in (2). Line 9.2 also ensures thatu
transmits only after timeti. This proves the lower bound on
trT ime(u) in (3). We will now prove the upper bounds in (2)
and (3) by induction oni. Expressions (2) and (3) are true
when i = 0, since trT ime(s) = 1 and rcvT ime(s) = 0.
Assume that (2) and (3) hold fori = q. We will prove
that (2) and (3) hold fori = q + 1. We will use the
facts that for any nodev, |I(v)| ≤ k2 (Lemma 5.6) and
k ≥ 4k2 (proof of Theorem 5.7). Letu ∈ Lq+1. We now
consider the following two cases. Case 1:u is a primary node.
Hence, parent(u) ∈ Lq. Hence, by induction hypothesis,
rcvT ime(u) = trT ime(parent(u)) ≤ tq+1. trT ime(u) ≤
tq+1 + 1 + |I(u)| ≤ tq+1 + 1 + k2 < tq+1 + k = tq+2. Case
2: u is a secondary node.parent(u) ∈ Li ∪ Pi+1. Hence,

rcvT ime(u) = trT ime(parent(u))
≤ tq+1 + 1 + |I(parent(u))| (4)

≤ tq+2.

trT ime(u) ≤ max{tq+1, rcvT ime(u)}+1+ |I(u)| ≤ tq+1 +
1+ |I(parent(u))|+1+ |I(u)| (using (4))≤ tq+1+2+2k2 <
tq+1 + 4k2 ≤ tq+1 + k = tq+2.
Let rcvT ime(u, j) and trT ime(u, j) be the times at which
u receives and transmits messagej. ∀u ∈ Lq, the following
lemma holds.

Lemma 5.13:If u ∈ Li then

3k(j − 1) + tq−1 < rcvT ime(u, j) ≤ 3k(j − 1) + tq+1

3k(j − 1) + tq < trT ime(u, j) ≤ 3k(j − 1) + tq+1

Proof: Sources delays the transmissions of successive
messages by3k time units. This along with Lemma 5.12 give
the lower bounds onrcvT ime(u, j) and trT ime(u, j). We
will prove the upper bound ontrT ime(u, j) which will imply
the upper bound onrcvT ime(u, j). trT ime(u, j) = 3k(j −
1)+ trT ime(u, 1) = 3k(j−1)+ trT ime(u). This along with
Lemma 5.12 proves the claim.

Lemma 5.14:SCHEDULEBROADCASTS SSMM produces
a collision-free schedule.

Proof: Assume otherwise. Letu1 ∈ Li1 and u2 ∈
Li2 transmit messagesj1 and j2 respectively which re-
sults in a collision at nodew. Let trT ime(u1) be cho-
sen beforetrT ime(u2) in line 9.2 in Algorithm SCHED-
ULEBROADCASTS SSMM. We consider the following two
cases. Case 1:j1 = j2. In this case,trT ime(u1) ∈ I(u2)
Line 9.2 in SCHEDULEBROADCASTS SSMM ensures that
trT ime(u2) 6= trT ime(u1), a contradiction. Case 2:j1 6= j2.
In this case, Lemma 5.13 implies that there exist constants
d1 and d2, 1 ≤ d1, d2 ≤ k such that,trT ime(u1, j1) =
3k(j1−1)+ki1+d1, trT ime(u2, j2) = 3k(j2−1)+ki2+d2,

which implies,3k(j2−j1) = k(i1−i2)+d1−d2. Transmissions
by u1 and u2 can collide at a node only if they are at most
two BFS levels apart, i.e.,|i1 − i2| ≤ 2. Since,|j2 − j1| ≥ 1
and |d1 − d2| < k, this is a contradiction.

Theorem 5.15:Algorithm SSMM produces a collision-free
schedule of latencyZSSMM ≤ 4kOPTlat.

Proof: Let v ∈ Ll be the last node to receive any
message collision free. Thus,ZSSMM = rcvT ime(v, m).
From Lemma 5.13 and using the fact thatm and l are both
lower bounds onOPTlat, we getZSSMM ≤ 3k(m − 1) +
k(l + 1) ≤ 3km + kl ≤ 4kOPTlat. This along with Lemma
5.14 proves the claim.

2) Latency bound for ISB:Let Zuni andZbr be the latency
of the first and second stages of ISB respectively. Since the
second stage of ISB is the same as SSMM,Zbr = ZSSMM .
Recall thatsj is the source of messagej. Let L0, L1, . . . , Ll

be the levels in the BFS tree rooted ats. For allj, let sj ∈ Lqj .
Lemma 5.16:All messages reachs without collision by

time Zuni ≤ 3(m− 1) + l
Proof: Let f(j, i) denote that time at which the message

j reaches leveli without collision in the first stage. If(i ≥ qj)
or (i < 0), thenf(j, i) is assumed to be0. We now prove by
induction onj and i that:

∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}, ∀i, f(j, i) ≤ 3(j − 1) + (l − i) (5)

When j = 1, the message gets the highest priority. Message
1 starts at time1 from s1 and reachess at time q1. Hence
(5) holds. Assume (5) holds∀j ≤ j′. For j = j′ + 1, assume
(5) holds for i = i′ + 1. We prove (5) forj = j′ + 1 and
i = i′. By the induction hypothesis, we havef(j′+1, i′+1) ≤
3j′+(l−1−i′), ∀j ≤ j′, f(j, i′−2) ≤ 3(j−1)+(l−(i′−2)) ≤
3j′ + (l − 1 − i′). Hence, messagej′ + 1 can reach level
i′ in the greedy unicast schedule, without collision, by time
f(j′ + 1, i′) ≤ 3j′ + (l − i′).

Theorem 5.17:Algorithm ISB produces a collision-free
schedule with latencyTISB such that

3k(m− 1) + k(l − 1) < ZISB ≤ 6kOPTlat (6)
Proof: We first note that since both the stages of ISB

are collision-free, the resultant schedule is collision-free. Let
levels(u) denote the depth of the BFS tree (number of levels
−1) rooted at nodeu. Let l′ = max{levels(sj)|j ∈ M}.
Thus, l′ ≤ OPTlat. If w is the farthest node fromu then for
any nodev, we haveD(u, w) ≤ D(u, v) + D(v, w). Hence,
levels(u) ≤ 2levels(v). In particular, this implies thatl ≤ 2l′.
Thus,Z = Zuni + Zbr ≤ 3(m− 1) + l + 3km + kl ≤ (3k +
3)m+(k+1)l ≤ (3k+3)m+2(k+1)l′ ≤ (5k+5)OPTlat ≤
6kOPTlat. The lower bound follows from the lower bound on
Zbr which follows from the first expression of Lemma 5.13.

3) Bound on the Number of transmissions:We now prove
the bound on the number of transmissions for our multiple
message broadcast algorithms. The bounds below hold for
networks with uni-directional edges also.

Theorem 5.18:The number of transmissions in SSMM and
MSB is O(r2

max/r2
min) times the number of transmissions in

the optimal algorithm.
Proof: Theorem 5.10 guarantees that the number of

transmissions for a particular message in SSMM and MSB
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is O(r2
max/r2

min) times the number of transmissions for that
message in the optimal algorithm. Adding number of trans-
missions for all messages in SSMM, MSB and in the optimal
algorithm proves this theorem.

Theorem 5.19:The number of transmissions in ISB is
O(r2

max/r2
min) times the number of transmissions in the

optimal algorithm.
Proof: Let Runi and Rbr denote the number of trans-

missions during the first stage and second stage of ISB.
The total number of transmissions in ISB isRuni + Rbr.
Let OPTret denote the number of transmissions required to
broadcast all the messages in an optimal solution. During the
first stage, all messages reachs along their shortest paths.
Hence,Runi ≤ OPTret. Recall that the proof of Theorem
5.10 holds regardless of the source of the message in an
optimal algorithm. Thus, adding the number of transmissions
for all messages in ISB and the optimal algorithm, we have
Rbr = O(r2

max/r2
min)OPTret. This completes the proof.

Corollary 5.20: For networks with bounded maximum and
minimum node transmission ranges, the number of transmis-
sions in all three multiple message broadcast algorithms is
O(1) times the number of transmissions in an optimal solution.

VI. D ISTRIBUTED IMPLEMENTATION

The algorithms presented in this paper have easy distributed
implementations when all the edges in the network are bi-
directional. Our distributed implementations are inspired by
the technique presented in [22]. The basic building blocks
for our distributed implementation are the Depth First Search
(DFS) and the Breadth First Search (BFS) graph traversal al-
gorithms for which distributed implementations are available.

In order to build the broadcast tree, the message source
creates a token. The purpose of this token is to record the
information about primary nodes and their parents. This token
visits each node of the graph during its DFS traversal. When a
node receives the token, it knows the current set of primaries
and their parents. In particular, it can determine if it is within
the range of any current primary. If not, it adds itself to the
set of primaries, chooses its parent, updates this information
in the token, and passes the token to the next node in the DFS
traversal. Since each edge is traversed twice in a DFS traversal,
once forward and once backward, a node also computes its set
of children as the token visits it through the back edges.

In order to compute the schedule for a message, the source
creates another token. The purpose of this token is to record
the information about the receive and transmit times of the
nodes in the graph. This token does a DFS traversal of the
non-leaf nodes of the broadcast tree created above. When
a node receives this token, it knows the transmit times of
all the internal nodes visited so far. In particular, it knows
the transmit times of the nodes which could interfere with
its own transmission. The node now computes its minimum
possible collision-free transmit time, updates this information
in the token and sends it to the next node to be visited. In
other words, the single message broadcast algorithm can be
implemented using two DFS traversals.

We now discuss the distributed implementations of our mul-
tiple message broadcast algorithms. We note that essentially
the same technique discussed above can be applied for the dis-
tributed implementation of the single source multiple message
(SSMM) algorithm. The first DFS computes the broadcast tree
from the sources. In the second DFS, every transmitting node
u computesdelay(u), the time by which it should delay the
transmission of any message after receiving it. After this step,
s starts transmitting all the messages with a uniform gap of
3k time units between two successive messages (see section
V-C.1). In the intermediate source broadcast (ISB), the second
stage is the same as SSMM. For the first stage, ISB computes
the BFS tree rooted ats. At the end of this computation, every
node knows its parent and its level in the BFS tree and the
maximum number of levelsl in the BFS tree. Letu ∈ Li be a
node in the shortest path fromsj to s. u transmits the unicast
messagej at timef(u, j) = 3(j−1)+(l−i). For the multiple
source broadcast (MSB), we perform a DFS from each source
sj to compute its broadcast tree and for each messagej to
compute its schedule. This is precisely the trade-off referred
to earlier between ISB and MSB: ISB involves two DFS
traversals and one BFS traversal which is independent of the
number of messagesm, whereas MSB involves potentially2m
DFS traversals. However, MSB has a much better broadcast
latency compared to ISB (see Section VII-B).

VII. E XPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

The main goal of our simulations is to compare the theo-
retical and experimental performance of our algorithms. To
this effect, we assume that nodes possess local broadcast
functionality at the MAC layer and do not employ packet level
simulations. Our experiments focus on the effect of various
network conditions on the performance metrics of interest.

In our experiments, the network nodes were placed uni-
formly at random within a square. All the experiments were
performed on strongly connected graphs. All data points were
averaged over50 simulation runs and the error bars indicate
the maximum and minimum deviation of any observed value
from the mean, i.e, a confidence of100% that the mean
is within the range indicated by the error bars. The choice
of parameters made in our experiments were inspired in
part by the survey by Williams and Camp [27] and by the
need to complete the simulations within reasonable time. Our
simulations were performed using Mathematica. The plots
referenced below refer to the plots in Figure 7.
A. Single Message Broadcast

1) Uniform Transmission Ranges:We present the results
of our study of the single message broadcast algorithm with
uniform node transmission range. In these experiments, we
placed the nodes uniformly at random in a square of length
350 meters and chose the transmission range to be100 meters.
We varied the number of nodes from20 to 110 in steps of
5, leading to higher node densities and higher average node
degree. We studied the effect of this on the latency and the
number of transmissions. One node was chosen uniformly at
random to be the source. We now present our results.

Plot (a) is of broadcast latency vs. the number of network
nodes. Broadcast latency is the maximum time taken by any
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Figure 7. Results of simulations that study the effects of various network conditions on the performance metrics of interest.

node to receive the message. The plot indicates that latency
does not vary much with the number of nodes in the graph.
This is intuitive, since the latency is mostly influenced by the
depth of the BFS tree from the source. This depth does not
depend much upon the number of nodes, but only on the length
of the square and the transmission range.

Plot (b) is of the approximation ratio vs. the number
of network nodes, where ratio is(latency/BFSDepth). In
reality, the plotted ratio is a conservative estimate of the real
approximation ratio. As is seen from the plot, even this ratio
is very close to1 most of the times. In fact, the worst case
ratio observed for all the runs is no worse than1.75.

Plot (c) is of the no. of transmitting nodes vs. the no. of
network nodes. While the number of transmissions seems to
increase steadily initially, it stabilizes once the network size
grows beyond70 nodes. On an average11 nodes transmit
while the worst case among all the runs is15 transmission.

2) Non-uniform Transmission Ranges:We now discuss the
results of the single message broadcast algorithm with non-
uniform transmission ranges. In these experiments, we placed
200 nodes in a square of length1500 meters. The transmission
ranges were chosen uniformly at random from the interval
[rmin, rmax], wherermin = 200 meters for all experiments,
andrmax was varied from200 to 1000 in steps of50.

Consider the plots latency vs.rmax and the number of
transmissions vs.rmax (Plots (d) and (e)). Note that both these
values drop down with increasingrmax values. Intuitively, as
rmax increases, the average range of the nodes also increases.
This leads to increasing number of nodes being covered for
each transmission leading to a reduction in the total number
of transmissions.

Note that even though the latency drops down withrmax,
in Plot (f) the ratio(Latency/BFSDepth) stabilizes around
1.5. This is in contrast with the analytically predicted approx-
imation ratio of(r2

max/r2
min). We interpret these results as an

indication of a much better average case performance than the
guaranteed worst case performance.

B. Multiple Messages

We now present the results of performance studies of the
MSB algorithm. In these experiments,100 nodes were placed
in a square area of length350 meters. All nodes had a uniform
transmission range of100 meters. The number of messages
were doubled in each step from2 to 128. All the messages
originate at the same time. We studied the approximation ratio
of the algorithm. The lower bound used in computation of
the ratio ismax{BFSDepth, #messages}, since both the
BFSDepth from any source and the number of messages are
lower bounds for latency.

Consider the plot of approximation ratio vs. lower bound
(Plot (g)). Note how the ratio increases initially and then drops
down to a constant value as the number of messages increase.
In particular, the ratio reaches the peak when the number of
messages is around10. This can be explained by observing
that theBFSDepth is a very poor lower bound when multiple
messages are transmitted. Once the number of messages
exceeds theBFSDepth, which happens at around10, the
lower bound is strengthened leading to a better approximation
ratio. This plot also implies that for every additional message,
the marginal increase in latency is only4 time units.

In the case of the intermediate source broadcast (ISB),
recall that expression (6) provides a tight lower bound of
3k for the broadcast of multiple messages. This indicates
that when the number of messagesm is large, ISB will
have a marginal latency of about200 times units for every
additional message. In contrast, MSB performs much better
with a marginal latency of only4 for every additional message.
However, while ISB can be implemented with three DFS and
one BFS traversal which is independent of the number of
messages, MSB requires potentially2m DFS traversals. This
is precisely the trade off between MSB and ISB referred to in
Section V-C.
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